Year 2000 Players

Ace Bastard (#14)
Andrew Engroff
Eduardo Miranda
Carlos Salaverria

A-hoy, maties (#3)
"Arrr" Matt B'arrrrrrrrr'nett
Holly McF'arrrrrrrr'land
Jimmy "the" Wu

Bahamut (#29)
Jared Andrews
Yen-Ming Lai
Roshan Mansinghani

Bumblebegimon (#5)
Alison Griffith
Jane Pitts
JoAnnette Wright

Captain Ginger Snaps (#22)
Lauren Blondeau
Phil Whited
Sean Kannengieser

Comrade (#6)
Ali "Brain" Ongun
Mariel "Mariel" Tam
Ricardo "Guinness" Zednik

Death Star (#4)
Stephen Aslett
Blake Burton
Purshottama Nagarkar

Dirty Monkey (#26)
Eric Williams
Gavin Parks
Marcus Gavin

Epileptibot (#31)
Mark Davenport
Mathew Rerecich
Tony Flynt

FAIL B0T (#33)
Carly Kocurek
Ryan Summerlin
Keith Wait

Go Blue! (#18)
Scott DiPasquale
Julie Rosser
Erik Welsh

Grave Digger (#15)
Elizabeth Alford
Jacob Robson
Judd Smith

LEGObot (#30)
James Dallal
Kyle Meerscheidt
Andrew Schaefer

Merde (#32)
Elsie Aton
Grant Chen
Wesley Gunter

Moo (#17)
Laura Derr
David Pekker
Albert Sim

Mr. J (#8)
Myrna Salinas
Jamie Story
Ryan Tarkington

Mr. Roboto (#25)
Mitali Banerjee
Kevin Delgado
Ross Lassley

Nigel Tufnell (#7)
Cyrus Caroom
Nicholas Hinson
George Ward

Nometo (#24)
Melissa Bailey
Tam Dang
Noah Deneau

Project P.O.S. (#23)
Sarah Betz
Nick Gette
Luisa Martinez

Samantha (#1)
Marla Buonodono
Saskia Fuerst-Kemp
Mariyah Poonawala

Shaft (#13)
TJ Burgett
Miranda Sielaff
Jacob Ferris

Stone Cold (#20)
Sarah Ainsworth
Andrew Dupre
Kevin Lynch

Team Donkey Punch (#19)
Aaron Davis
Daniel Felix
Brad Harris

The Captain (#28)
Justin Mintzer
Fuzz Norelid
Amrish Patel

The Shag Attaq (#16)
Fernando Acosta
Mark Lewis
Chris Tracy

Trouble (#2)
Hayley Brown
Anuj Dhara
Bonnie Johnson

Trushar Scores Again (#21)
Aalok Mehta
Neilanjan Nandi
Trushar Sarang

Ugly Red Headed Stepchild (#27)
Albert Chang
David Leal
Eric Rombokas

Instructor: James F. Young

Laboratory Assistants:
Head Labbie: John Brinkmann

Tuesday:
Christa Brown
Justin Crow
Sarah Densmore
John Glassmire

Wednesday:
Sara MacAlpine
Zack Norwood
Laura Schwent

Thursday:
Chris DeMunbrun
Ryan Keedy
Kyle Voosen
Ben Weston

Video Production:
Jessica Nelson
Ryan Steger
with thanks to
John Brinkmann & Rice Broadcast Television